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Gendered Politics over the "Comfort Women" Resolution* 
Chieko KITAGAWA OTSURU** 
Introduction 
On July 30, 2007, one day after the Abe administration suffered a serious setback in 
the Japanese House of Councilors'election, the U.S. House of Representatives passed a 
resolution demanding an oficial apology by the government of Japan for its wrongdoings 
toward so-called "comfort women," or sex slaves, during the Second World War (for the 
text of the resolution, see Appendix A). 
The spontaneous reactions of ordinary Japanese toward this development can be 
summarized as "Why now?" and "Why is this demand being made by the United States?" 
Media coverage both in Japan and the United States (and beyond) leading up to the passage 
of the resolution was quite heated and was unnecessarily provoked by publicized exchanges 
of criticisms. While commentaries on both sides were emotionally charged, the public in 
both countries need more objective analyses on what the resolution means, or more properly, 
what the "comfort women" question means to us al. 
In the following, the author first outlines the recent developments, then looks into the 
background factors. In so doing, the author tries to avoid minimizing these developments 
into a politicized picture in both nations, but rather places it in a broader context of 
gendered politics, so as to find some clues how we can turn this heated debate into a basis 
for constructive actions. 
I. Action-Reaction Chains over House Resolution 121 
1) Heated Reactions to the Resolution 
The U.S. Congress introduces numerous resolutions each year, and quite a few of them 
go unnoticed by other members and just die out at the end of the session. Even those which 
reach the level of committee considerations may fal short of reaching the flor, let alone 
are agreed upon after the floor considerations. In the case of a resolution without legally 
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binding power, it naturally receives less attention, and if only one house is considering it, 
even less again. 
House Resolution 121 fals into the last category. This does not mean that the case in 
question is least important. But as the resolution is calling for another government, rather 
than ordering the American government, to take certain action, the content cannot be helped 
but kept as moral (and political), rather than legal in nature. If it were not for external 
factors, such simple resolutions would not usually get much attention by other members. 
Given this background, it was quite unusual that heated exchanges of views took place 
over House Resolution 121 in the first half of 2007. The reason that such heated exchanges 
took place at al is because the resolution is aimed at Japan. When it comes to Japan, even 
unnoticed resolutions have been played up by the Japanese media and government as if they 
were at the center of U.S.-Japanese relations1l. In this sense, the latest development was not 
extremely different from previous cases, although it is necessary to look into the peculiar 
aspects of this resolution more in detail. 
As the resolution moved through the stages from introduction to consideration by the 
House Foreign Affairs Committee, and then to the flor, Japanese commentators as well as 
Japan specialists in the United States pointed out that the passage of the resolution might 
damage U.S.-Japanese relations. The threat of damaging bilateral relations worked as a 
political tool, resulting in the addition of two paragraphs emphasizing the importance of the 
U.S.-Japan alliance and commending Japan's positive role in its maintenance (the amended 
paragraphs are shown in the italicized portion of the text, Appendix A). The threat, however, 
fel far short of keeping House Resolution 121 from the flor. It should be noted that when 
American strategic interests were at stake, the House was not even deterred from passing 
an export ban on F22A to Japan, which was supposed to substantially affect U.S.-Japan 
security relations. 
Despite the additional paragraphs, criticisms in Japan surged and many conservative 
media carried features or articles that criticized the congressional consideration of the 
resolution: Themis (April), Sapia (May 9: "The Occasion When Nation Apologizes, and 
When Not"), Chuo koron (May: "Comfort Women Statement Threatening Alliance 
Relations"), Bungei shunju (May), Shokun (July) and Seiron (July). 
Japanese progressive media also reacted: Sekai (May) featured "'Comfort Women' 
Issue Lights up the Essence of the Abe Administration," and Ronza (June) featured "Why 
Now'Military Comfort Women'?" More interestingly, among the American mainstream 
media, the New York Times, the Washington Post, the Los Angeles Times, and even the Wall 
Street Journal, carried columns that were critical of Prime Minister Abe's attitude toward 
the "comfort women" issue. 
1) Interestingly, another simple resolution, H. Res. 508, introduced on July 31, 2007 and passed at the margin 
of 405-0 on September 5, 2007, was not paid much attention among the Japanese. This resolution aims to 
encourage the extension of the Law on Anti-Terrorism Special Measures to be terminated on November 1, so 
as not to have the refueling activities by Japanese MSDF in the Indian Ocean discontinue. 
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But why did this heated exchange start now? In order to answer this question, we must 
first look into the Japanese attitude toward their own war-time history before moving on to 
consider some factors within American politics. 
2) Japanese Right-turn as a Context 
"Why now?" was the spontaneous response of the Japanese public, as mentioned 
above, but this is not a reasonable response if we think about the overall development of 
the "comfort women" issues since the 1990s. In particular, recent backlash by such groups 
as the Japanese Society for History Textbook Reform presents a good reason for Asian 
nationals to be concerned with the retrogressive treatment of the "comfort women" issue. 
The existence of Japanese military comfort stations was made known as early as the 
1970s, but it was not until the 1990s that the surviving "comfort women" started to come 
forward and recount what had happened to them. Although most wars are accompanied by 
some sort of sexual abuse, as the information about the comfort stations run by Japanese 
military was revealed to the public, the magnitude and the cruelty of the system appalled 
the world opinion. After official investigations, then-Chief Cabinet Secretary Yohei Kono 
made a statement in 1993 admitting the involvement of the Japanese military in the 
management of comfort stations, which to date is considered to be the baseline of the 
government's position. 
The international context of the early 1990s also helped to push the question of 
comfort stations forward. The end of the Cold War erased the clear external threats, which 
led an upsurge of nationalism not only in Japan, but also in South Korea and China. As 
Japanese history textbooks were advised by the government to soften the tone of war-time 
aggression, harsh criticisms came from South Korea and China. In 1993, then-Prime 
Minister Morihiro Hosokawa apologized for the "war of aggression." Rather than taking a 
balanced look at Japanese war-time conduct, Japanese nationalistic groups considered this 
to be an unreasonable concession. The result was a backlash of nationalism that shifted 
Japanese politics to the right. 
This shift of domestic politics in Japan to the right made official compensation for the 
suffering of the "comfort women" impossible in the short term. Instead, the Asian Women's 
Fund, mostly run by the government fund but designated as "private" in nature, was 
established in 1995. In 1997, a year after the Japanese Society for History Textbook Reform 
was founded, the Society of Young Members was formed within the Liberal Democratic 
Party, with Abe as its executive director. The Young Members'Society "investigated" the 
textbook issues and pressured Kono to retract his 1993 statement, which Kono refused to 
do. 
When VA WW-NET Japan held the Women's International Court on the Japanese 
military's practices of sexual enslavement at the civil society level in December 2000 (Cf. 
VAWW-NET Japan 2000), its proceedings were to be broadcasted the following month. The 
program, however, was extensively edited by NHK, Japan's public broadcasting station, 
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allegedly due to political pressure by Abe himself and Shoichi Nakagawa, the chairman of 
the Society of Young Members (Komori Yoichi 2007). 
When Abe became prime minister in 2006, he first placated the neighboring nations 
by announcing his intention to visit them, a step that former Prime Minister Junichiro 
Koizumi had never taken. Abe also stated that he would "respect" the Kono statement. At 
the same time, however, his Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary called for a new study of the 
"comfort women" issue. Abe characteristically failed to clarify his own stance, behavior 
which was also seen in his silence regarding his Yasukuni Shrine visit before he was chosen 
prime minister. 
Reacting to the introduction of the House Resolution 121, on March 1, Prime Minister 
Abe denied that any coercion was involved in the Japanese military's actions toward 
"comfort women." That statement invited criticisms even from his supporters, and Chief 
Cabinet Secretary Yasuhisa Shiozaki, on March 5, supplemented Abe's words with assurance 
that the government stands by the Kono statement. On March 6, the New York Times 
criticized Prime Minister Abe's negative stance toward the "comfort women" issue (New 
York Times editorial 2007). This editorial was inserted into Congressional Record by 
Congressman Vito Fossella (R-N.Y.) as one of the reasons why Congress should earnestly 
consider this resolution. 
Stil, Abe went on to distinguish between a "narrow interpretation" and a "broad 
interpretation" of coercion, and while leaving rooms for a "broad interpretation" of coercion 
to exist (including psychological pressure or deception), he specifically denied that any 
coercion existed under the "narrow interpretation" (using physical force). A Cabinet 
statement made on March 16 denied any coercion on the part of the Japanese government 
in the recruiting of "comfort women." Such flip-flops over the governmental responsibility 
confused congressional members, and caused increasing mistrust in Abe's words, thus 
pushing up the number of the resolution's cosponsors (See Appendix A). 
As the passage of H. Res. 121 in the Foreign Affairs Committee became certain, those 
Japanese conservatives who deny the government's responsibility for "comfort women" 
placed a full-page ad in the Washington Post on June 14 (Appendix B), presenting their 
version of "the facts" in an effort to dissuade the American public from supporting the 
resolution. Instead of gaining sympathizers, however, the grotesque contents of the ad 
further invited criticism. 
Prime Minister Abe is solid in his stance against apologizing to the "comfort women." 
On August 1, he is quoted as saying, "The resolution's approval was regrettable," and 
deflected blame back to the rest of the world in the following way; "The 20th century was 
an era in which human rights were violated. I would like to make the 21st century into an 
era with no human rights violations" (NYT, August 1, 2007). 
The Japanese government's attitude toward Japan's wartime history, represented by 
Prime Minister Abe, should naturally be of concern to Japanese citizens themselves as well 
as citizens of surrounding nations. But why itwas the U.S. Congress that acted against the 
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Japanese government by introducing a resolution is a question that remains to be 
answered. 
3) Resolution's Context 
The U.S. Congress has often played a role in serving as an arena for various interest 
groups, including foreign actors, to play their games, and House Resolution 121 certainly 
fals into this category in some respects. If we ask ourselves whether U.S. Congress is the 
most suitable actor to demand that the Government of Japan apologize for the "comfort 
women," the answer would probably be "No." However, quite practically speaking, the U.S. 
Congress is presently the most powerful body in the world for making political appeals to 
others. And, just as was expected by those supporting the "comfort women" resolution, the 
Japanese government fiercely responded to the seemingly successful resolution instead of 
ignoring it as politically irrelevant. 
Proactive responses by the Japanese government should have come much earlier. It is 
regrettable that when the United Nations'1996 report stated that "The Special Rapporteur 
urges the Government of Japan in particular to take into account and act upon the above 
recommendations at the soonest possible time" (Commission on Human Rights 1996), 
nothing happened. In 1998, another United Nations report stated in quite strong language 
that "Under customary international law, the Government of Japan must provide redress for 
the atrocities perpetrated against the'comfort women'" (Sub-Commission on Prevention of 
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities 1998). The report was apparently ignored by 
the Japanese government. 
This report also pointed out that it is the lack of political will that poses the greatest 
obstacle to the effective prosecution and redress of sexual slavery and sexual violence 
during armed conflict (Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of 
Minorities 1998). In fact, the political will shown by the Japanese government was a further 
setback rather than a step toward reaching a settlement. In 2005, Amnesty International 
made almost the same cal as H. Res. 121 does, but the Japanese government did not 
respond, again. Given such inaction, or retrogressive actions, by the Japanese government 
to date, the shock wave caused by the congressional resolution might have been necessary, 
just to focus global public attention on to this question. 
Setting aside such potential benefits of congressional voices, let us look into the 
internal factors why this resolution was introduced in the U.S. Congress. One of the factors 
pointed out by the Washington Watchers is the constituency relations. Although the 
surviving "comfort women" themselves may not be among their constituencies, members 
of Congress find it in their own interests to raise the question if their districts include large 
Asian populations, some of whom personally know former "comfort women," or have a 
great interest in the "comfort women" issues and Asian history at large. Such was the case 
of Congressman Honda, whose district (Cal. 15th) was 29.2% Asian in 2003. 
While serving for the California State Assembly, in 1999, Honda authored Assembly 
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Joint Resolution 27 (AJR 27), which "called on Congress to urge the Japanese government 
to issue an apology for the victims of the Rape of Nanking, comfort women, and POWs 
who were used as slave laborers. The resolution was ultimately passed" (Subcommittee on 
Asia, 2007, 10). Critical articles on Congressman Honda try to dismiss his actions as pursuit 
of personal gain, such as his connection with a pressure group representing Chinese interest 
(Komori Yoshihisa 2007). 
However, it was not Congressman Honda who first introduced the resolution concerning 
the "comfort women" in the House. As shown in Appendix A, this issue was first brought 
up in 1996, the 104th Congress, when a resolution was introduced by Congressman Robert 
Dornan (Cal. 46) with much broader coverage of Japanese war crimes, mainly focusing on 
American soldiers and civilians rather than on Asian nationals. The next two resolutions, 
almost identical to each other, were introduced by Illinois representatives, first by William 
Lipkinski (Il. 3) in 1997, and then by Lane Evans (Il. 17) in 2000. Their claims were based 
on the 1993 ruling of international jurists in Geneva that the "comfort women" deserve 
compensation of at least $40,000 per individual for the "extreme pain and suffering" 
suffered by such individuals (H. Con. Res. 176, 1996). 
Four subsequent resolutions were al introduced by Congressman Evans, a Vietnam 
veteran who had been stationed in Okinawa. He continued to introduce resolutions until he 
retired due to illness at the end of 109th Congress. Congress Honda cosponsored al four 
of these resolutions, almost from the very date of introduction. The narrowing down of the 
scope of these resolutions from the broad "war crimes by Japan" to the specific "comfort 
women" issue coincided with Honda's election to the House. (From these factors, it can be 
speculated that Congressman Honda played the central role in drafting the "comfort 
women" resolutions. But as POW questions had mostly been settled by that time and had 
become les important, this speculation requires further examination.) According to the 
Washington Coalition for Comfort Women Issues, Inc. (WCCW), its President Dr. Ok Cha 
Soh and Congressman Evans made a "diplomatic trip" together in January 2006, the year 
in which the House International Committee decided to consider Evans'final resolution. 
Yoneyama (2003) points out the phenomenon of Asians and Asian Americans becoming 
increasingly caught in such "Americanized" litigation politics. It has been rumored that in 
2006 the Japanese government spent a substantial amount of money lobbying the House 
leadership not to take up the resolution, which passed the International Relations Committee 
on September 13. In the case of H. Res. 121, the Japanese government was again said to 
have heavily invested in anti-resolution lobbying. Responding to Representative Rohrabacher's 
statement at the hearing, witness Mindy Kolter, Director of Asia Policy Point, pointed out 
that "it was in many parts a near line-for-line rendition of the lobbying document put out 
by Hogan and Hartson for the Embassy of Japan" (Subcommittee on Asia, 2007, 41-42). 
Why the Japanese government was able to halt the resolution from coming to the floor 
in 2006, but not in 2007, can be explained by several factors. One of the most influential 
factors was the shift to a Democratic majority in the 110th Congress. With Holocaust-
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survivor Congressman Lantos chairing the Foreign Affairs Committee and long-time 
advocate of human rights Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi presiding over the House, the 
House of Representatives in 2007 presented quite a different context for the "comfort 
women" resolution. For example, Pelosi made the following statement upon the passage of 
the resolution by the House Foreign Affairs Committee (Pelosi 2007): 
Japan is a valued friend and a crucial ally to the United States. As a responsible 
member of the international community, Japan is taking a leadership role on issues 
such as protecting the environment and providing humanitarian assistance for the 
poorest people in the world. Yet, in this case, the Japanese government needs to do 
more. 
Furthermore, the planned dissolution of the Asian Women's Fund at the end of March 2007 
fostered a sense of urgency among those who were committed to this issue (Cf. CR 
2/1/2007, E234-235). 
In addition to taking the important role of electoral politics into account, however, it 
is believed that the fundamental principles of American politics worked to push up the 
number of cosponsors to as many as 167. Among the Washington Watchers, some pointed 
out that the importance of human rights (Kase 2007) or the importance of having Japan 
show that it shares the human rights principle with the United States (Watanabe 2007) were 
at work behind the passage of the resolution. 
It is not true that the Japanese government is unaware of the importance the U.S. 
Congress places on the question of human rights. That was the very reason why the parents 
of Megumi Yokota flew to Washington and met with President Bush in April 2006. In 2005, 
the House passed H.Con.Res.168, condemning the Democratic People's Republic of Korea 
(DPRK) for the abductions and continued captivity of citizens of the Republic of Korea and 
Japan as acts of terrorism and gross violations of human rights, by a vote of 362-1. 
When the Bush administration was taking a harsh stance toward the DPRK, Congress 
too was sympathetic to Japan on the abduction case, holding hearings on the DPRK's human 
rights violations, but did not take sufficient interest in the "comfort women" issue. But as 
the U.S. moved to persuade the DPRK on nuclear policies, Japan's failure to facilitate 
American nuclear negotiations - deriving from a stubborn stance toward the DPRK based 
solely on the abduction case - did not serve American interests. The U.S. Congress felt as 
if their support of Japan in its abduction case against the DPRK had unintentionally 
contributed to this stubbornness. This feeling became stronger as it was perceived that the 
very person appealing to the United States for the human rights of Japanese nationals paid 
litle attention to the human rights of his Asian neighbors. Contrasting Abe's stance toward 
the abduction case of North Korea and the "comfort women" case of Japan, the New York 
Times criticized Abe's double standard in human rights issues (NYT, March 24). 
Human trafficking is another issue that helped to accelerate the American government's 
negative view of Japan's human rights practices. On the issue of human trafficking, Japan 
continues to receive low scores in the annual State Department reports. In its 2005 report, 
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Japan was on the "Watch List" of Tier Two, which improved a litle in 2006 but remained 
the same in 2007. The latest report stil holds that Japan does not "fully comply with the 
minimum standards for the elimination of trafficking" (Department of State, 2007, 124). 
Japan's lukewarm policy toward the sex industry is specifically pointed out as harmful: 
"Although prostitution is ilegal, there have been no efforts to criminalize demand" 
(Department of State, 2006, 151); or "The fact that it is legal to purchase and possess child 
pornography in Japan contributes to the global demand for these images, which often depict 
the brutal sexual abuse of children" (Department of State, 2007, 125). Statements such as 
the following on Japan's human trafficking record may well overlap with the image of war-
time sexual slaves: "The majority of trafficking victims are foreign women who migrate to 
Japan seeking legal work, but are deceived or coerced into debt bondage or sexual servitude" 
(Department of State, 2006, 149). 
I. Dealing with Gendered Politics 
1) Gendered Politics Surface 
As the resonance between the human trafficking statement above and the "comfort 
women" issue exemplifies, Japan's treatment of the "comfort women" question is not 
something of the past, but is being reproduced at the present. Among the Japanese people, 
the public attitude toward the "comfort women" issue is said to reflect a combination of 
nationalism, gender bias, and class bias. 
One symbolic incident was the advertisement placed by a group of conservative 
Japanese politicians and opinion leaders (Appendix B), supposedly trying to move the 
American public against the resolution. The following sentence appears in the advertisement: 
"They were working under a system of licensed prostitution that was commonplace around 
the world at the time." In addition to questioning the historical validity of equating the 
"comfort station" system with prostitution, we have to question the very premise of this 
argument: that responsibility can be waived since prostitution was legal at that time and 
since "everyone else" was doing the same. This logic reveals an underlying gender bias in 
the value system. 
Suzuki (2002) and Muta (2002) point out that the public allowance for licensed 
prostitution facilitated the creation of the "comfort women" system. Suzuki's critical 
approach further argues that such licensed prostitutes were imaged as the opposite of 
obedient housewives, thus dividing women into "good" and "bad" categories. This division 
reproduces the very structure of the Japanese Imperial system, Suzuki argues, thus making 
Japan's nationalism a gendered one. According to Suzuki, Japanese gendered nationalism 
not only deprives us of the acknowledgement that prostitution is a form of sexual 
exploitation and sexual violence (Suzuki 2002, 80), but also makes us look down on other 
Asian women (Suzuki 2002, 114). 
Suzuki's formulation does not only apply to the leading Japanese conservative 
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politicians who try to minimize the meaning of the "comfort women," but also to the 
Japanese public who, to date, share this gendered nationalism. When human trafficking 
became a serious issue, Japan looks at the victims and stigmatize these Asian women, rather 
than looking at their own social structure that allows the continued operation of the sex 
industry and the commercialization of women's bodies and sexuality. 
The 1994 "Tokyo Declaration" made by Human Rights for Women: Asian Court 
concluded its message by referring to sexual abuse during the war, and in that context 
pointed out that the victims of today's human trafficking are also made into "comfort 
women" for Japanese corporate soldiers. As this observation shows, the "comfort women," 
in both the historical sense and this present sense, stil remain outside of Japan's social 
justice, and their existence is stil regarded as a "misfortune" rather than as an "injustice." 
The public recognition of the "misfortune" regrettably did not lead to justice, as expected 
by Okano (2002, 280). Or rather, it can be said that "misfortune" is produced out of 
"injustice" under a changing Japanese social structure that ultimately demands personal 
responsibility while ignoring society's responsibility for the structure of violence individ叫 s
are thrown into. Nationalism, gender bias, and class bias al work to accelerate this trend 
toward the privatization of the "public." 
2) Where Reactions to the Resolution Should Lead 
Having looked into Japanese gendered nationalism as one of the major factors standing 
in the way of the "comfort women" case, we must go further and look at the broader context 
in which the "comfort women" case is placed. A few statements made during the floor 
debate on July 30, 2007 shed some light on where we should head relating to the question 
of war as a tool of politics. 
Congresswoman Lynn Woolsey (Cal.) stated that the resolution makes it clear that 
"[W]omen are not prizes of war" (CR, July 30, 2007, H8874), and Congresswoman Ileana 
Ros-Lehtinen (Fla.) pointed out that the "use of military force to abuse women, to abuse 
children through rape and exploitation is one which we need to look at and one which 
unfortunately continues to this very day" (CR, July 30, 2007, H8871). 
As long as war, the ultimate form of violence, remains as our primary political tol, 
and no serious efforts are made toward ending this situation, sexual abuse in a violent 
context will continue. The "comfort women" case is not the legacy of 20th-century human 
rights violations, as Prime Minister Abe states, but remains as the caveat for potential 
human rights violations in the 21st-century and beyond. This is attested to by the witnesses 
in the recent Yugoslavian and Rwandan War Criminal Courts. 
In this sense, it is quite regrettable that the same House that passed H. Res. 121 asking 
Japan to apologize to the "comfort women" by voice vote passed the Defense Authorization 
Bill allowing $459.6 billion for military expenditure by a recorded vote of 395-13 (with 
Congressman Honda supporting), in the same week (NYT August 5; CR August 5). The 
support of Congress for a military budget as big as the combined military spending of the 
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rest of the world reflects the militarism of American society. Furthermore, such militarism 
spreads throughout the world via American military bases, where the logics of war interfaces 
with our daily lives and perpetuate the ongoing cases of sexual violence. 
These contrasting actions by the House of Representatives may well reveal the gender 
structure hidden in American politics. Gendered politics cannot be simply overridden by 
numbers alone. Even though the increase in the number of female representatives in the 
House might have facilitated the passage of the "comfort women" resolution to some extent 
(ratios cosponsoring H. Res. 121 were: Female Democrats 70%, Male Democrats 54.7%, 
Female Republicans 28.6%, Male Republicans 15%), the fundamental values that form the 
basis for supporting gendered politics remain strong even among some of the female 
members. 
While the ball is now in the court of the Japanese people to appropriately acknowledge 
the ful meaning of the "comfort women" issue, the broader structure of militarism must 
also be called into question if we hope to fundamentally challenge the persistence of sexual 
abuse, not to mention the underlying structure of gendered politics that allows sexual abuse 
to continue. In this process, civil society networking, rather than the passage of congressional 
resolutions, will become the key in putting moral and political pressure on their own 
government. 
Conclusion 
A non-binding resolution passed by voice vote, by definition, did not cost much 
political resource on the part of the House members. If we look at the question of why the 
U.S. Congress behaves from a position of righteousness on this issue, while pursuing its 
self-interest in other issues, the latest development may well end up with anti-American 
feeling among the Japanese public. It is quite regrettable (but was to be expected at the 
same time) that some Japanese conservatives sent a letter threatening to sue the U.S. 
government over its criminal conduct of atomic bombing unless Congress withdraws its 
"comfort women" resolution (Japan Times, Sept. 6, 2007). Atomic bombing is a war crime 
in and of itself, and not the subject for quid-pro-quo. Furthermore, the shifting of the real 
question away from sexual abuse to nationalistic name-calling in the political realm makes 
us aware of the necessity of working on this issue within the realm of civil society, where 
we can expect substantive progress beyond national borders. 
The recent developments over the "comfort women" issue revealed the hidden nature 
of gendered politics in both nations and the necessity of shifting the priority away from 
militarism on a global scale if we hope to fundamentally deal with sexual abuse. Japan's 
ultra-conservative wing headed by Prime Minister Abe has shown its agenda: changing the 
contemporary interpretation of wartime history-not just the "comfort women," changing the 
content of education to instil a narrow-minded nationalism among the public, and revising 
Japanese Constitution so as to let Japan possess military power as a political tool. This set 
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agenda, quite ironically, helps us identify the direction in which we should rather be 
heading: to deny militarism, to fight against narrow-minded nationalism through education, 
and to obtain balanced historical judgment, including the issue of "comfort women." 2) 
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H. Res. 121 (Text as agreed to by the House) 
In the House of Representatives, U.S., 
July 30, 2007. 
No. 29, MAR 2008 
Whereas the Government of Japan, during its colonial and wartime occupation of Asia and 
the Pacific Islands from the 1930s through the duration of World War I, officially 
commissioned the acquisition of young women for the sole purpose of sexual servitude to 
its Imperial Armed Forces, who became known to the world as ianfu or'comfort 
women・ 
Whereas the'comfort women'system of forced military prostitution by the Government of 
Japan, considered unprecedented in its cruelty and magnitude, included gang rape, forced 
abortions, humiliation, and sexual violence resulting in mutilation, death, or eventual 
suicide in one of the largest cases of human trafficking in the 20th century; 
Whereas some new textbooks used in Japanese schools seek to downplay the'comfort 
women'tragedy and other Japanese war crimes during World War I; 
Whereas Japanese public and private officials have recently expressed a desire to dilute or 
rescind the 1993 statement by Chief Cabinet Secretary Yohei Kono on the'comfort women', 
which expressed the Government's sincere apologies and remorse for their ordeal; 
Whereas the Government of Japan did sign the 1921 International Convention for the 
Suppression of the Traffic in Women and Children and supported the 2000 United Nations 
Security Council Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace, and Security which recognized the 
unique impact on women of armed conflict; 
Whereas the House of Representatives commends Japan's efforts to promote human 
security, human rights, democratic values, and rule of law, as well as for being a supporter 
of Security Council Resolution 1325; 
Whereas the United States-Japan alliance is the cornerstone of United States security in-
terests in Asia and the Pacific and is fundamental to regional stability and prosperity; 
Whereas, despite the changes in the post-cold war strategic landscape, the United States-
Japan alliance continues to be based on shared vital interests and values in the Asia-Pa-
cific region, including the preservation and promotion of political and economic freedoms, 
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support for human rights and democratic institutions, and the securing of prosperity for the 
people of both countries and the international community;* 
Whereas the House of Representatives commends those Japanese officials and private 
citizens whose hard work and compassion resulted in the establishment in 1995 of Japan's 
private Asian Women's Fund; 
Whereas the Asian Women's Fund has raised $5,700,000 to extend'atonement'from the 
Japanese people to the comfort women; and 
Whereas the mandate of the Asian Women's Fund, a government-initiated and largely 
government-funded private foundation whose purpose was the carrying out of programs and 
projects with the aim of atonement for the maltreatment and suffering of the'comfort 
women', came to an end on March 31, 2007, and the Fund has been disbanded as of that 
date: Now, therefore, be it 
Resolved, That it is the sense of the House of Representatives that the Government of 
Japanー
(1) should formally acknowledge, apologize, and accept historical responsibility in a clear 
and unequivocal manner for its Imperial Armed Forces'coercion of young women into 
sexual slavery, known to the world as'comfort women', during its colonial and wartime 
occupation of Asia and the Pacific Islands from the 1930s through the duration of World 
War I; 
(2) would help to resolve recurring questions about the sincerity and status of prior 
statements if the Prime Minister of Japan were to make such an apology as a public 
statement in his official capacity; 
(3) should clearly and publicly refute any claims that the sexual enslavement and trafficking 
of the'comfort women'for the Japanese Imperial Armed Forces never occurred; and 
(4) should educate current and future generations about this horrible crime while following 
the recommendations of the international community with respect to the'comfort 
women. 
* Italics added by the author. 
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Developments leading to House Passage 
1/31 Introduced by Honda, Smith, Royce, Watson, Hare, Bordallo, and Wu 
2/15 Hearing held by Subcommittee on Asia, the Pacific, and the Global Environment, 
Committee on Foreign Affairs 
4/17 Referred to Subcommittee on Asia, the Pacific, and the Global Environment, and 
Subcommittee on International Organization, Human Rights, and Oversight 
6/26 House Foreign Affairs Committee action, 39-2 to be reported as amended 
Increase in Cosponsors 
1/31/07 6/6 5/10/07 5/115 
2/14/07 10/16 5/14/07 7/122 
2/28/07 9/25 5/16/07 5/127 
3/ 5/07 8/33 5/22/07 2/129 
3/ 6/07 3/36 6/05/07 1/130 
3/ 9/07 6/42 6/12/07 5/135 
3/20/07 7/49 6/14/07 5/140 
3/22/07 5/54 6/19/07 2/142 
3/26/07 7/61 6/21/07 3/145 
3/28/07 5/66 6/25/07 1/146 
3/29/07 11/77 6/26/07 3/149 
4/17/07 3/80 6/27/07 2/151 
4/23/07 3/83 7/10/07 2/153 
4/24/07 7/90 7/11/07 2/155 
4/26/07 3/93 7 /12/07 1/156 
5/ 1/07 5/98 7/16/07 4/160 
5/ 2/07 4/102 7/19/07 2/162 
5/07/07 5/107 7/23/07 4/166 
5/08/07 3/110 7/25/07 1/167 
Gendered Politics over the "Comfort Women" Resolution 
Party/Gender balances of the 167 Co-sponsors of H. Res. 121 
Democrats vs. Republican: 134 (M: 99, F: 35) vs. 33 (M: 27, F: 6)* 
* Total female House members are D: 50/231 (plus 3 delegates), R: 21/201 
Among House Foreign Affairs Committee members: 
Democrats: 18 (M: 14, F: 4)/27 (2 vacancies) 
Republican: 7 (M: 6, F: 1)/23 
Similar Resolutions introduced in Past Sessions 
109th 
H. RES. 759 
Lane Evans (Il. 17) 4/4/06 Cosponsors 58 (Honda 4/26) 
(Passed House International Relations Committee on 9/13, but didn't reach the flor.) 
H. CON. RES. 68 
Lane Evans (Il. 17) 2/16/05 Cosponsors 15 (Honda 2/16) 
108th 
H. CON. RES. 226 
Lane Evans (Il. 17) 6/23/03 Cosponsors 32 (Honda 6/23) 
107th 
H. CON. RES. 195 
Lane Evans (Il. 17) 7/24/01 Cosponsors 27 (Honda 7 /24) 
Resolutions on Japanese War Crimes introduced in the Past Sessions 
106th 
H. CON. RES. 357 
Lane Evans (Il. 17) 6/19/00 Cosponsors 46 
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Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), That it is the sense 
of Congress that the Government of Japan should -
(1) formally issue a clear and unambiguous apology for the atrocious war crimes 
committed by the Japanese military during World War I; and 
(2) immediately pay reparations to the victims of those crimes, including United States 
military and civilian prisoners of war, survivors of the'Rape of Nanjing'from 
December, 1937, until February, 1938, and the women who were forced into sexual 
slavery and known by the Japanese military as'comfort women'. 
105th 
H. CON. RES. 126 
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William 0. Lipinski (Il. 3) 7 /25/97 Cosponsors 78 
Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), That it is the sense 
of Congress that the Government of Japan should -
(1) formally issue a clear and unambiguous apology for the atrocious war crimes 
committed by the Japanese military during World War I; and 
(2) immediately pay reparations to the victims of those crimes, including United States 
military and civilian prisoners of war, people of Guam who were subjected to violence 
and imprisonment, survivors of the'Rape of Nanjing'from December, 1937, until 
February, 1938, and the women who were forced into sexual slavery and known by the 
Japanese military as'comfort women'. 
104th 
H. CON. RES. 176 
Robert Dornan (Cal. 46) 5/10/96 Cosponsors 13 
("Comfort women" appears only in the preamble, and not in the text of the Resolution 
which mainly deals with prisoners of war.) 
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